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Lay back and ride to the shit from the old school 
lay back and ride to the shit like you suppose to 
(4x) 

verse 1 
now its the first of the month 
and my shift is almost through. 
theres nothin like working all day then comming home
to you. 
and there aint nothin like. 
home cooked food (yup) 
dinner here for two (yup) 
just me and you 
and tonight we gonna 
get brand new (yup), 
do what it do (yup). 
just me and you. 

chours 
and girl you know it's gon' be lovely. 
i cannot pretend, i just wanna spend more time with
you lovely. 
the way you keep it tight, know just what i like, you
know it's gon' be lovely. 
and not that i don't give, show you i'm for real. i got you
feeling so good all inside. tonight is all about you. 

verse 2 
now don't you worry at all (at all) 
all the bills been paid on time (bills been paid on time) 
whats on your mind girl let it off 
lay back and just unwind 
tonight i'm gonna. 
massage on your back (yup) 
with the hot wax (yup) 
how ya like that. 
and all you gotta do 
baby just relax (yup) 
hot bubble bath (yup) 
would you like that. 

chours 
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girl you know it's gon' be lovely. 
i cannot pretend, i just wanna spend more time with
you lovely. 
the way you keep it tight, know just what i like, you
know it's gon' be lovely. 
and not that i don't give, show you i'm for real. i got you
feeling so good all inside. tonight is all about you. 

verse 3 
clap ya hands if you feelin' yo girl like that say mhmm
mhmm mhmm mhmm. 
clap ya hands if you feelin' yo girl like that say mhmm
mhmm mhmm mhmm. 
say all the ladies clap to hands (clap ya hands) if you
feelin' yo man say a ya mhmm mhmm mhmm mhmm. 
all the ladies clap ya hands if you feelin' yo man like
that say mhmm mhmm mhmm mhmm. 

chours 
girl you know it's gon' be lovely 
i cannot pretend, i just wanna spend more time with
you lovely. 
the way you keep it tight, know just what i like, you
know it's gon' be lovely. 
and not that i don't give, show you i'm for real. i got you
feeling so good all inside. tonight is all about you. 
(2x)
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